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Abstract: The present article discusses the emergence and dynamics of community resilience by
empirically investigating the case of the favela of Paraisópolis in São Paulo, Brazil. The emergence
of innovative practices that initially contributed to significantly lower rates of COVID-19 infection
and mortality when compared to the city average is described. The analytical framework combines
two conceptual perspectives in the study of complex systems. First, resilience in socio-ecological
systems highlights the adaptation processes characterized by an interplay of previous experience and
emerging new knowledge. Second, the metacontingency framework describes the interplay between
a cultural milieu, as a context for cultural practices; an aggregate product; and a selecting environment
that embed the acquisition and continuity of interlocking behavioral contingencies. Research methods
that combine elements of the descriptive analysis and an exploratory basic qualitative study are
employed to understand how the community has self-organized during this period. The findings
demonstrate how previous experience with social challenges facilitated self-organization and the
emergence of innovative practices in the context of uncoordinated public health measures during the
pandemic in Brazil. Furthermore, findings from interviews indicate the existence of positive feedback
loops at the community level that facilitated the emergence of innovative practices. This study
aims at contributing to the understanding of community resilience by identifying the geographic,
psychological, and ecological factors (contextual variables) that facilitate responses to the pandemic.
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1. Introduction

Much of the debate about the effectiveness of the responses to the COVID-19 outbreak
has focused on the effects of public policies adopted by different governments around the
world. Such interventions have ranged from highly restrictive social distancing measures,
closing most public spaces, to rather flexible ones [1]. However, from a complex system [2]
perspective, it is also important to understand the decentralized emergence of practices
and behaviors taking place at the community level. As claimed by Corburn et al. [3],
there is a need to understand the dynamics of the robust social web of interactions and
knowledge emerging from these. In this regard, Scott [4] provides a historical account
of how large-scale policy initiatives have often failed in recognizing practical knowledge
deriving from local interactions.

Research has demonstrated that low-income social groups are more exposed to risks
brought by pandemics [5,6]. In slums and urban informal settlements, the short supply
of basic needs, such as water drainage and waste collection, places the inhabitants in
a particularly vulnerable position [3]. Furthermore, overcrowded spaces often make it
challenging to control the spread of diseases that are transmitted by physical contact.
However, the favela of Paraisópolis in São Paulo, Brazil has recently raised media attention
as an example of a successful community response to the COVID-19 pandemic [7]. With
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an estimated population of 70,000 inhabitants, Ref. [8] Paraisópolis showed in May 2020 a
mortality rate related to COVID-19 of 21.7 cases per 100 thousand inhabitants, which was,
at that point, significantly lower than the entire city rate of 56.2 cases per 100 thousand
inhabitants. A combination of different emergent practices originating from the favela has
been implemented to fight the spread of the novel coronavirus.

As soon as members of the Paraisópolis community became aware of media reports
about the COVID-19 outbreak, the residents’ association began to mobilize its existent
organized practices in order to cope with the possible effects of the pandemic on the com-
munity. This included crowdfunding to hire three ambulances, the use of local restaurants
to distribute free meals, and grocery stores to provide basic hygiene products to families.
Furthermore, the association established a decentralized network of 600 volunteers known
as “street presidents,” who were each responsible for monitoring the situation of about fifty
households. The street presidents were also in charge of disseminating information about
basic care, fighting the spread of fake news, and the early identification of potential cases.
Over 240 residents were trained in first aid, and two public schools were used to isolate
infected individuals. However, despite positive results in the first months of the pandemic,
data from September 2020 indicated an increase in the mortality rate from 21.7 to 54 deaths
per 100 thousand inhabitants [9]. This can be partially explained by the decrease in the
amount of donations. Moreover, the reduction in social distancing measures in the city of
São Paulo may be another reason as residents have to leave the favela to work.

The metacontingency approach has been successfully adopted to analyze several
social complex systems, for example, the common community management of a lake [10]
and an Acai berry extractives community [11]. While vaccines are still not widely available
in most countries, public measures aiming to contain the spread of the virus still consist
mainly of interventions on behaviors such as social distancing and the use of masks in
public spaces. Therefore, a behavioral analytic approach to challenges brought by the
pandemic is necessary [12,13]. Most behavior analytic studies addressing the COVID-19
pandemic have so far had an intrinsic conceptual character, highlighting the importance
of metacontingencies. For instance, the study by Tibério et al. [14] discusses variables
that may explain behaviors such as social distancing, wearing masks and washing hands.
Camargo and Calixto suggest [15] non-coercive behavioral strategies to promote self-
control and social cooperation. Amorim et al. [16] bring a cultural/behavioral approach to
discuss measures adopted by the state of São Paulo aiming at promoting social distancing.
However, the literature review shows that, so far, no study has combined a behavioral
analytic approach with concepts of complex science to address resilience and the emergence
of new patterns of behavior at the community level during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The goal of this article is to present a descriptive analysis to assess the emergence
of local knowledge and the practices in Paraisópolis as a response to the COVID-19 out-
break. A selectionist perspective is used to study the cultural phenomena by bridging
complexity sciences and behavior analysis to analyze the Paraisópolis community as a socio-
ecological [17,18] and self-organized system [2]. Complex systems are process-dependent
organic-like entities characterized by feedback among multiple agents and scales, allowing
system self-organization [19]. The first part of this article (Section 2) articulates a conceptual
framework bridging the concepts of resilience from a complex systems [19] perspective
and metacontingencies from behavior analysis to describe the practices within Paraisópolis
before the pandemic outbreak. The metacontingency model [20–22] is then used to analyze
the social dynamics that enable residents to coordinate their efforts to cope with a histor-
ical lack of governmental support and basic needs coverage. Thereafter, an interpretive
analysis of how these practices shifted towards a community response to the COVID-19
crisis is presented. Paraisópolis’ cultural milieu is then described (Section 4). The research
methods (Section 4) combined elements of an interpretive analysis of documents and media
coverage as well as a qualitative analysis of interviews with community members and
leaders. Qualitative findings from interviews (Section 5) are discussed (Section 6) under the
light of the concepts of resilience in socio-ecological systems [18], the interplay of different
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contextual factors (i.e., cultural milieu) [20], and how the residents organized their efforts
and the outcomes. More specifically, resilience is investigated at the community level by
highlighting the emergence and shift of cultural practices in Paraisópolis in response to the
COVID-19 crisis (i.e., environmental perturbation).

2. Community Resilience: Complex Systems and Metacontingencies

The concept of community resilience has been a topic of research across various areas
such as environmental science, engineering, social sciences and economics [23]. Concepts
related to community resilience have evolved worldwide during the past thirty years as
a response to different environmental disasters. However, there is at this point a lack of
a general framework combining multidisciplinary aspects of community resilience [23].
Furthermore, as described by Koliou et al. [23], until recently there was little research
combining complex interactions between the physical, social and economic dimensions
of community resilience. There is at this stage a lack of common definition of commu-
nity resilience, with the concept sometimes overlapping with robustness, fault-tolerance,
flexibility, survivability, and agility [24]. A variety of studies have aimed at grasping the
dynamics of community resilience from a social perspective [25–29]. Cohen et al. [25]
have focused on the importance of information distributed by municipal authorities in the
context of emergencies. They observed that this information flow is decisive for policies
aiming to enhance community resilience. In a previous study, Cohen et al. [26] presented
a community resilience measurement that focuses on six factors: leadership, collective
efficacy, preparedness, place attachment, social trust and social relationships. Pfefferbaum
et al. [27] compare different interventions aiming at enhancing community resilience and
conclude by highlighting the importance of assessment, action planning and the recog-
nition of the uniqueness of each community. Aldrich and Meyer [29] discuss the role of
social capital and networks in the context of disaster recovery. They argue that although
investments in infra-structure are important, there is a fundamental need to develop robust
ties across individual and societal levels.

2.1. Community Resilience and the COVID-19 Pandemic

It is possible to observe the emergence of community resilience initiatives in many
different social settings [30]. At the initial stage of the pandemic, such efforts usually
aimed to support communities to adapt and maintain basic services in spite of the external
challenges. The review study presented by Fransen et al. [30] focused on the adaptation
aspect of community resilience. The next aspect, which would consist of learning processes
and preparedness for future crises, is not approached in their study. Their study highlighted
the importance of informal and formal bottom-up pathways in which the main actors are
community members and local leaders. Many community resilience initiatives in the
context of the COVID-19 pandemic emerge in low-income areas and often require tacit
knowledge of specific target groups, previous skillsets, existing organizational capacity and
webs of interaction. In another study, Wu et al. [31] looked at factors across social capital,
economic capital, physical environment, demographic characteristics and institutional
aspects influencing community resilience in Wuhan, China. The authors identify income
level, vulnerability and built environment as the main factors associated with community
resilience in this context.

So far, most studies about community resilience during the COVID-19 pandemic have
focused on identify factors related to the emergence of community resilience. However,
there is a need for studies focusing not only on the adaptation element of resilience, but
also on the behavioral learning processes and lessons gained at the community level from
a temporal and, therefore, evolutionary perspective. The framework of complex systems
and metacontingencies articulated here brings a contribution in this direction.
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2.2. Complex Systems and Metacontingencies

Understanding complex and multilevel social phenomena, such as the dynamics of
socio-ecological systems, often requires a multidisciplinary endeavor, integrating concep-
tual tools from different areas of knowledge. A complexity sciences interpretation will
focus on how adaptive systems (unit of analysis) organize agents in an evolving structure,
produce aggregate behavior, and anticipate environmental changes as a function of feed-
back. As described by Holland [32], complex adaptive systems share three main features:
evolution, aggregate behavior, and anticipation. Evolution is usually observed not only by
the agent’s capacity to learn, but also by the adaptation taking place in the context of social
interactions. This emergent property can be continuously observed beyond the context
of emergencies or environmental perturbations. For example, residents of Paraisópolis
have organized associations when faced with a lack of governmental investment in, among
others, education, health, and sanitation. Thus, the residents’ association is a social system
of structures that emerged from, and were shaped by, the historical need to solve social
issues. This social system may also be the basis for the adaptation to future challenges.
Aggregate behavior has an intrinsically emerging character, meaning that it can only be
fully understood by analyzing the parts in relation to each other. The aggregate behavior
emerging from the organized efforts among the residents of Paraisópolis is the outcome for
the community, such as employment creation and access to services within the commu-
nity’s geographical border. Anticipation means that agents develop rules that foresee the
consequences of certain responses. At the system level, an emergent capacity to anticipate
the consequences of patterns of behavior and the response to certain environmental changes
is observed. This constant interplay between the agent’s organization and reorganization
as a function of environmental changes obeys a Darwinian-like evolutionary process. Inter-
ventions in complex systems typically aim to understand and modify aggregate behavior.
However, complex systems are often nested in ever-changing environments and often pose
perturbations to social systems. This requires a capacity to respond to unexpected events,
and it highlights the necessity to understand resilience at the system level.

The discipline of behavior analysis has traditionally investigated the evolutionary con-
tinuity in how organisms (unity of analysis) discriminate environmental cues and change
behavior as a function of consequences [33]. This functional relationship between classes
of behavior and environmental changes is described as a contingency of reinforcement [34].
Later, efforts in behavior analysis have aimed to describe social systems from a selectionist
perspective [21]. Glenn [35] presented the first formal behavior analytic operationalization
of interactions among organisms and their outcomes as a unity of analysis. She proposes
the metacontingency concept, which describes the functional relation between interlocking
behavioral contingencies (IBCs), their aggregate product, and a selecting environment.
IBCs take place when the behavior of one organism serves as the context or as the con-
sequence (i.e., feedback) of the behavior of others. Such coordinated responses have an
aggregate product as an outcome. IBCs and their aggregate products are selected and
maintained by a selecting environment. The concept of metacontingencies extends the
functional terminology of behavior analysis to the cultural analysis of social systems.

The metacontingency concept has a parallel to Holland’s [32] account of complex
systems, in which IBCs and evolution describe the emergence of aggregate products. The
first descriptions of metacontingencies did not account for the anticipation aspects of a
system, as described by Holland [32]. However, Houmanfar et al.’s [20] introduction
of cultural milieu completes the last link for the parallel between metacontingency and
complex systems analysis. As in anticipation for Holland, the cultural milieu was referred
to as the sets of conditions and beliefs that enable a social system to anticipate the possible
outcomes of IBCs (evolution) and aggregate products (aggregate behavior).

The Paraisópolis cultural milieu is embedded within the city of São Paulo’s overall
cultural milieu. Different governmental levels (municipal, state, and federal) are respon-
sible for providing basic services, such as health-care facilities, education, and sanitation.
However, the historical lack of investment in such services from the city of São Paulo to the
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Paraisópolis community has created a context for self-organization among the residents
in order to bridge these gaps. That is, the lack of basic services, unemployment, and
capital flight and other cultural milieu features of the community was the context that
enabled the residents’ coordinated response (IBCs) in the form of a residents’ association,
a local community bistro, a seamstress association, and other cultural practices. Among
the aggregate products of such cultural practices is the creation of employment within the
community, entrepreneurship, and other services lacking in the community. A selecting
environment will feedback IBCs and aggregate products, while selecting and maintaining
best practices. The contingent relation between IBCs, aggregate products, and selecting
environments may produce positive feedback loops and increase the reach and efficacy of
the community’s cultural practices [36]. Figure 1 illustrates the community of Paraisópolis’
cultural milieu, the IBCs, and their aggregate products and selecting environment before
the COVID-19 outbreak.
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From a complexity perspective, Paraisópolis’ emergent cultural practices are an “inte-
grated system of ecosystems and human society with reciprocal feedback and interdepen-
dence” [37] (p. 3). Understanding these social dynamics’ reciprocal interaction with past
and present environmental variables may clarify the community response to the COVID-19
crisis. The system’s capacity to “bounce back” from unexpected events and disturbances is
usually defined as resilience [18]. Resilience involves an adaptive capacity to learn and re-
organize structures and the emergence of new patterns of behavior. It is possible to discuss
resilience at different levels (i.e., organism and system) and in different contexts. Likewise,
there are indicators that successful practices at the community level are related to previous
experiences with earlier pandemics [38] and efforts to tackle environmental crises [39]. In
the case of Paraisópolis, the residents’ association played an important role in articulating
the emerging process and the collaboration with internal and external stakeholders. As
presented by Folke [18], the resilience approach to socio-ecological systems highlights
nonlinear dynamics, uncertainty, and the temporal interplay of periods of gradual and
rapid change. Although much of the early research on socio-ecological systems focused on
the ability to absorb perturbations and maintain functionality [40], the resilience approach
emphasizes systems’ capability for self-organization, learning, and renewal. More than the
buffer capacity of robustness, resilience is related to the emerging self-organizing capacity
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of the system rather than the lack of organization or organization imposed by external
factors [11]. In the case of the systems of human interaction, this usually highlights the
importance of fostering collaborative learning networks and facilitating knowledge co-
production [41]. Resilience at the community level is often related to what Olsson et al. [42]
define as an adaptive governance framework and collaboration among stakeholders at
different social and ecological scales.

Adaptive governance means that formal processes co-exist with emergent webs of in-
teraction, highlighting the need to understand ecosystem dynamics; develop management
practices that integrate knowledge from different actors in order to interpret and respond
to ecosystem feedback and continuously learn; build the adaptive capacity to deal with
unexpected events; and sustain social networks in multi-level governance systems [43].
Cross-scale interaction is an important topic in the study of socio-ecological systems, which
refers to a process occurring on one temporal or spatial scale interacting with a process
at another scale [44]. The outcome may be the emergence of nonlinear dynamics and
thresholds. Another important characteristic of complex systems is their path-dependency
and the co-existence of multiple thresholds and regime shifts, meaning that there are mul-
tiple possibilities for qualitative shifts in system dynamics [36,45,46]. Multiple threshold
and regime shifts at different scales co-exist, meaning that there are many possible future
scenarios and responses to external disturbances. Bearing that in mind, it is important to
move from the normative and prescriptive character of most literature on resilience in social
systems [47]. Therefore, rather than identifying static properties of community resilience,
a process-based perspective on resilience highlighting the underlying characteristics of
resilience as a system capability is suggested [47]. In other words, resilience is seen as a
meta-capability to anticipate, cope, and adapt in response to unexpected events rather than
static characteristics and practices.

The next section describes the Paraisópolis community cultural milieu. Section 5
describes how the community has repurposed its cultural practices in order to adapt and
bounce back from the challenges created by the COVID-19 crisis.

3. Settings: Paraisópolis Cultural Milieu

This section elaborates on a behavioral perspective of system resilience by looking
at the contextual variables at different levels (i.e., the clusters within the community and
city as a whole), which helps to explain how the cultural practices as IBCs deal with the
challenges posed by the pandemic outbreak. At the level of the individuals, the interplay
of three environmental variables composes the sets of events that influence behavior—
biological, anthropological, and psychological [48]. The biological environment consists of
the basic premises of life, such as access to water, food, and shelter. The anthropological
environment is created by humans and constitutes social contingency aspects at different
levels, such as ethnic, community, and national. Moreover, the psychological environment
may comprise both biological and anthropological objects assuming varying functional
properties throughout the interaction with other individuals. As described by Sánchez
et al. [22], human interactions in organized cultural groups can be looked at as systems of
IBCs that are influenced by shared stimulus functions of events, objects, and persons. As
the authors describe, stimulus functions are “properties of materials, resources, policies,
rules, traditions, institutions, technological progress, art, other organized groups, competi-
tion, and individuals that are shared by multiple individuals” [22] (p. 301). Rather than
being static configurations, sets of stimulus functions take place in dynamic networks of
interactions and constitute aspects of the cultural milieu, which may change the patterns of
aggregate behavior in a socio-ecological system over time. The evolutionary nature of the
cultural milieu indicates that complex systems are characterized by an interplay of stability
and change. As in metacontingencies, the individual capability to adapt to changes is
influenced by norms or sets of contingencies that provide the context (anticipation) and
consequences to their behavior in relation to others (IBCs). At the social system level,
IBCs are under the stimuli control of environmental variables (anticipation), cueing the
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consequences to the production of different aggregate products. The effects or anticipation
can be quite complex when large numbers of individuals or social systems interact. Thus,
in metacontingencies, the aggregate product is largely dependent on contexts and will vary
as a function of anticipation and the selecting environment. As described by Holland [32],
anticipation also takes place at the aggregate level as complex systems develop internal
models to anticipate the future and the expectation of future scenarios.

The present study looked at the cultural milieu of Paraisópolis and the contextual
factors related to the community response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The analysis con-
sisted of the presentation of descriptive findings related to the cultural milieu. The findings
from the interviews highlight the characteristics, focus, and context of socio-ecological
resilience in Paraisópolis. The next sub-sections present the ecological, geographical, and
psychological boundaries of Paraisópolis and identify the cultural milieu factors.

3.1. Ecological Boundary

Ecological boundary is composed of the direct and indirect effects of the pandemic on
different societal layers as an ecological perturbation that will ultimately affect the commu-
nity of Paraisópolis. The first layer of effects takes place at the international community
level, influencing the global economy and political systems. This layer does not have a
tangible and immediate effect on Paraisópolis. The next ecological layer of perturbation
takes place at the national level and concerns the effects of the first layer in addition to
the effects of the pandemic itself on the pandemic in the Brazilian context. Since the first
cases were detected in February 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has been characterized
by an exponential increase in the number of cases in Brazil. As of 30 November 2020, the
country had the second highest number of deaths, second only to the United States [49].
Furthermore, the country had the world’s tenth highest rate of deaths per 100 thousand
inhabitants. São Paulo is the biggest metropole in Brazil, and the largest financial center
in South America. It is also the home of multinational companies and international trade.
In this way, the international economic effect of the pandemic outbreak has an amplified
effect on the São Paulo economy. Thus, the São Paulo ecological boundary with respect
to the pandemic is intertwined with the national and international variables. Although
Paraisópolis is located adjacent to the prosperous neighborhood in the city of São Paulo, the
community has historically been neglected in terms of basic services and public policies.

3.2. Geographic Boundary

Paraisópolis is the second largest favela in the city of São Paulo and the fifth largest
in the country. The favela is located next to the wealthy district of Morumbi. In 2016,
the community had the highest population density in the country with over 45 thousand
inhabitants per square kilometer. In the same period, only 25% of the households had
access to public water drainage, 60% had unregulated access to electricity, and half of the
streets were not paved [50]. Population density, both in terms of community movement and
inhabitants per household, is a geographical factor that negatively affects the transmission
of infectious diseases. In addition, the lack of access to basic services exacerbates the health
outcomes of a public health crisis. Figure 2 illustrates the contrast in living standards
between Paraisópolis and Morumbi.

It is estimated that 79% of the employed population of the district of Vila Andrade,
where Paraisópolis is located, works outside the boundaries of the district [52]. This
indicates an intense movement of people in and out of the favela every day. Thus, the
favela presents important features of complex systems, such as the exchange of resources
with its surrounding environment and a dense web of interactions. This highlights the
limitations of physical distancing measures taken by the residents’ association in the
context of uncoordinated public health measures implemented in the country and, more
specifically, in the city of São Paulo.
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3.3. Psychological Boundary

Each of the federative units (the twenty-six states and the Federal District) and mu-
nicipalities in Brazil have administrative autonomy to implement their own policies. The
level of adherence to recommendations from the World Health Organization (WHO) has
varied across different governmental levels and regions. For instance, municipalities char-
acterized by stronger support for the president, Jair Bolsonaro, have registered lower levels
of social distancing and higher contamination and death rates [53,54]. It is at this point
that a lack of coordination and even contradicting information among the different levels
were observed. In April 2020, the federal government initiated a financial aid program
providing monthly payments of BRL 600 (USD 104, as of November 2020) to low income
families, small business owners, and unregistered workers harmed by the pandemic. The
aid program, which was initially planned to last for three months, was later extended
to the end of 2020. Although the federal government explicitly advised against social
distancing measures, authorities at the state and municipal levels in São Paulo closed
schools, prohibited non-essential public events, and recommended the use of masks in
public spaces [16]. However, social distancing has been gradually alleviated since late
May with the reopening of shops, restaurants, and parks. The São Paulo state government
defined the Social Distancing Index (SDI) calculated from data regarding mobile phone
movement to measure the outcomes of such policies [55]. Despite all the public health
policies implemented by the state of São Paulo, the SDI of the state capital never reached the
70% rate which was regarded as necessary to contain the spread of the pandemic [16,56].

Paraisópolis has often been presented as an example of community organization in
response to social problems. Community leaders have often advocated further urbanization
efforts and the strengthening of the local economy as necessary developments to overcome
the social stigma of poverty and to bring a change in terms of the psychological and social
status of Paraisópolis from a favela to a regular neighborhood. Despite the uncoordinated
efforts between the national, state, and municipal levels, the residents of the community
were able to organize cultural practices to fight the spread of the virus. This was only
possible thanks to the level of trust the residents had with each other and the social
interaction that was in place before the COVID-19 outbreak occurred.

The analysis of the ecological, geographical, and psychological boundaries provides
the context to discuss the web of interlocking metacontingencies at the community level.
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3.4. Web of Interlocking Metacontingencies in Paraisópolis

The community of Paraisópolis is among the areas in the city of São Paulo (cultural
milieu; ecological, geographical, and psychological boundary) that suffer from a lack of
governmental planning and services. These environmental variables served as contextual
stimuli for organization among the residents, shaping their cultural practices, such as
the creation of a residents’ association, local services, and commerce initiatives. The
aggregate products as a result of practices within the community were recognition from
other communities, the creation of a local identity, and money circulation (Figure 1). Even
though media outlets reported the international effects of the pandemic before the local
outbreak, the city’s response was delayed and uncoordinated. The low adherence of São
Paulo residents to public policies also contributed to the high level of transmission. On
the other hand, the previously established community organization in Paraisópolis, in
face of the historical lack of investment in the community as well as demographic and
geographic characteristics, started to reorganize in order to prepare for the effects of the
crisis in the community.

Figure 3 shows the metacontingencies within the community in the context of the
pandemic outbreak where São Paulo (cultural milieu) public policies were delayed, news
about state infection rates was publicized, and there were disorganized public policies to
fight the spread of the virus. Paraisópolis’ residents’ association anticipated that by the
history of lack of services and community limitation, the virus could have a disastrous
impact on the community. In this context, the cultural milieu for Paraisópolis acquired a
new stimuli function (i.e., anticipation), which enabled the social system to reorganize and
bounce back in order to face the challenges imposed by the pandemic (i.e., resilience).
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4. Methods

As described by Amorim et al. [16], macro and metacontingencies have been the unit
of analysis of several interpretive studies. The recognition of the complexity of the emer-
gence of cultural phenomena and interlocked behavior change at a broad scale highlights
the importance of interpretive studies focusing on metacontingencies. Thus, this study
has two main empirical axes. First, it presents the qualitative accounts of participation
in local practices gathered through interviews with four community members. In other
words, the research methods present the elements of a basic qualitative study [57], which
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entails analyzing the descriptions of cultural practices from the participants’ perspectives
and providing the space for a discussion about learning and behavior change related to
community resilience in Paraisópolis. The recognition of the complexity of real social
settings characterized by an interplay of (often) unexpected factors permeates the choice of
qualitative approach [58]. Second, a descriptive analysis [22] of objects and stimulus func-
tions in the biological, anthropological, and psychological environments of Paraisópolis
is presented. For that purpose, publicly available information through previous publi-
cations, research reports, and media material was used to descriptively present objects
and stimulus functions associated to three environments and thereby present an overview
of Paraisópolis.

4.1. Data Gathering

Conducting empirical research in the context of the pandemic turned out to be in itself
a challenging task as it was difficult to visit the community in order to gather observational
data of the practices and gain further contact with possible informants. The data gathering
process can be divided in two stages: access to participants and conducting interviews.

4.1.1. Access to the Community and Participants

The researchers, who are located in a different country, initially contacted the residents’
association in Paraisópolis, which then facilitated access to possible informants who were
contacted by e-mail and phone messaging. The set of informants was composed of two
individuals in formal leadership positions in the residents’ association (two males) and two
street presidents (two females). The lack of direct observational data typically gathered
in ethnographic studies can be seen as a limitation of this study. On one hand, the data
gathered through the qualitative interviews were triangulated with information available
in other research reports and media coverage. The small number of participants does not
offer statistical representativeness, and this can be regarded as a limitation of this study.
Ideally speaking, it would have been preferable to interview more participants and conduct
in loco observations. However, although it is not possible to claim statistical generalization
of the experience of the community members, the data provide the opportunity to explore
contextual factors linked to community resilience.

4.1.2. Interviews

The experiential and narrative accounts of two individuals in formal leadership posi-
tions in the residents’ association and two street presidents offer insights on the evolution of
complex systems such as contextuality and temporality [59]. The semi-structured interview
guide (Appendix A) operationalized the concept of socio-ecological resilience, focusing on
the following three topics and deriving concepts presented by Folke [18] (p. 259):

• Characteristics: interplay disturbance and reorganization, sustaining and developing;
• Focus: adaptive capacity, transformability, learning and innovation;
• Context: integrated systems feedback and cross-scale dynamic feedback.

The goal here was two-fold: to understand community resilience from a temporal
perspective and identify the cultural milieu factors. The interview “plot” started with
the participants’ initial contact with the pandemic and awareness that it would reach
the community. The interviewer then raised questions about the emergence of different
practices and learning at different levels, the feedback levels, and the possibility for the
retention of practices in a post-pandemic scenario.

4.2. Analysis and Ethics

The interviews were transcribed and analyzed with the help of NVivo, which is a
software that supports the analysis of qualitative data. Interviews followed a theory-driven
coding strategy [60], which means codes derived from the conceptualization of socio-
ecological resilience, as suggested by Folke [18]. The data from interviews were initially
categorized according to the three overall topics suggested by Folke [11]. This is the stage
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when the three overall topics of resilience were inserted in the project created on NVivo.
The researchers then inserted codes within each of the three categories, further opera-
tionalizing the concept of socio-ecological resilience. The next analytical step consisted of
coding the data according to the concepts within each category (interplay disturbance and
reorganization, sustaining and developing, adaptive capacity, transformability, learning
and innovation, integrated systems feedback, and cross-scale dynamic feedback). Figure 4
represents the categories and codes hierarchy as inserted on NVivo and used to analyze
the qualitative data from interviews:
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The three descriptive tables in Section 5 illustrate this process by presenting quotes
from interviews that are particularly representative of the qualitative findings within each
of the overall categories and codes within these.

The information presented in the previous reports and media publications was mainly
to grasp and identify the contextual factors of Paraisópolis and was also categorized from
a theory-driven strategy embedded by three cultural milieu boundaries, as conceptualized
by Kantor [48]. As described in the presentation of the results, different accounts of
adaptive processes in the community matched the characteristics, focus, and context of
resilience. The main ethical concern of this study consisted of protecting the anonymity of
the participants. Real names and personal information that could identify the informants
and other community members are not presented.

5. Results

The qualitative findings from interviews are described here.

5.1. Characteristics: Interplay Disturbance and Reorganization, Sustaining and Developing

The interviews provided different accounts of previous experiences with social chal-
lenges, interplay disturbance, and reorganization in the community. As described by the
two community leaders, the initial perceptions of the pandemic and possible threats to
the community arose in February with news of the pandemics in Europe and Asia and
projections that the limited number of ventilators in the Brazilian health sector could lead to
thousands of deaths in Brazil. At that time, the previous experiences with social problems
and the different initiatives already implemented by the residents’ association led to the
initial responses to the pandemic and the reorganizations. The movement of the street pres-
idents was initiated in response to a perceived need to create new leadership levels in the
community and tighten contact with the residents. The residents’ association is a member
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of G10, which is a nationwide association of the ten biggest favelas in Brazil through which
emergent policies are disseminated to other communities. Table 1 depicts the accounts of
four subcategories of findings and passages of interviews that were regarded as particularly
representative.

Table 1. Interplay disturbance and reorganization, sustaining and developing.

Codes Extracts From Interviews

Context

“Paraisópolis has always struggled with the absence of the state. If the rich population would
struggle with the restricted number of ventilators and possibly with the collapse of the health sector,
imagine people in our community who would not be able to follow the recommendations from World
Health Organization. We have large families living in small households” (Community leader A)

Previous Organization

“We had never experienced a pandemic before, but we have eighty years of experience in demanding
public policies related to wastewater and urbanization. ( . . . ) Paraisópolis was already seen as a
model in terms of implementation of social projects and social entrepreneurship. We already had
thirty-six social projects, including areas such as arts and sports” (Community leader B)

Disturbance “We had access to news and research regarding the very fast spread of the virus in other countries.
We started to think about it before the virus arrived in Brazil” (Community leader B)

Reorganization

“We realized that we could lose contact with the population during the pandemic and therefore we
needed to have more community leaders. This is the principle behind the idea of the street
presidents.” (Community leader A)
“We developed a new management model in partnership with the G10. We already had projects such
as ‘Sewing Dreams’ and the bistro “Mãos de Maria,” which was mainly focused on women who had
suffered violence and capacitation. We thought about how we could use that in the context of the
pandemics and economic crisis. ‘Sewing Dreams’ started producing masks. The bistro started packed
lunches to be distributed to the population” (Community leader B)

5.2. Focus: Adaptive Capacity, Transformability, Learning and Innovation

Although some of the initial responses to the pandemic involved redirecting the al-
ready existing initiatives into a new context, the creation of the street presidents’ movement
was innovative. The street presidents played an important role as interfaces between the
residents and the redirected initiatives in the health, economical, and health fronts. The
physical structures of two schools, which were not operating during the pandemic, were
used to isolate infected individuals. The adaptive processes in the community involved
both adjusting the already existing initiatives to cover the needs of the population in the
context of the pandemic and the emergence of street presidents who facilitated communica-
tion between the population and the formal structure of the residents’ association. Table 2
illustrates the findings related to the adaptive capacity of the community.

Table 2. Adaptive capacity, transformability, learning and innovation.

Codes Extracts From Interview

New practices

“We created the movement of the street presidents and a web of solidarity and which the residents
help each other. Each president is responsible for fifty families making sure they stay home,
delivering donations and ordering medical help when necessary. We created three fronts: Health,
social, and medical” (Community leader A)
“In one of our meetings, someone mentioned a case when people self-organized in the context of
Spanish Flu. Then we discussed what we could do here in Paraisópolis and how we could use our
organization and the residents in the context of the pandemics ( . . . ). It was very difficult in the
beginning . . . this is cultural . . . the people did not have the habit of helping each other. Now we
became clear that we need to help each other to cope with the situation” (Community leader B)

Learning
“I’ve learned a lot in terms of helping and seeing the needs of the next. I thought I lived in poverty
but there is people living in worse conditions. I have lived for ten years in this community, but I had
not seen so many stories as now during the pandemic. It is a crazy experience” (Street president A)
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5.3. Context: Integrated Systems Feedback, Cross-Scale Dynamic Feedbacks

The interviews provided descriptions of the weekly general meetings organized by
the residents’ association, which provided an arena for communication between the com-
munity leaders and the street presidents. Although there were no accounts of formalized
mechanisms for the results evaluation and monitoring, the weekly meetings were described
in terms of spaces for cross-scale feedback. Information regarding the local interaction of
the street presidents with the population was exchanged with information being presented
by the community leaders regarding resource availability at the community level. Further-
more, all the participants expressed positive views of the street presidents’ movement, and
although the future seemed rather uncertain at the time, they highlighted the expectation
that the initiative would be kept in the post-pandemic scenario. Table 3 shows the descrip-
tions of practices monitoring and the expectations of the integration of new practices.

Table 3. Integrated systems feedback, cross-scale dynamic feedback.

Codes Extracts From Interview

Monitoring results

“We have a group of coordinators responsible for monitoring the activity of street presidents in each
geographical area and listen to their demands. Then we have a weekly general meeting in which we
discuss problems identified in the community and solutions. The decision and communication
process happens in such meetings and through WhatsApp” (Community leader A)
“Community leader A provides us with information regarding donations and asks us how our work
is going” (Street president B)

Integrating new practices

“The organization of the street presidents will be kept and they will contribute to the creation of the
new Paraisópolis that we dream of, the favela transformed in a neighborhood ( . . . ) We need to make
the government more sensitive to the need of new public policies. The whole society is talking about
a new normal post-pandemic, but the truth is that the favelas are still struggling to have their
‘normal’. It is not normal that the ambulance doesn’t drive here. It is not normal that people die over
a brook. It is not normal to have water shortages. It is not normal to have a rising unemployment. It
is not normal that people starve” (Community leader A)
“We will keep the street president in the post-pandemic. They will be able to keep their work without
us telling them what they have to do, monitoring their areas before we can come with our action”
(Community leader B)
“I don’t know how it will be when the pandemic is gone but if it wasn’t because of the street
presidents we wouldn’t be able to do this incredible work. This can be kept. I think it will be useful in
the future” (Street president B)

The analysis of the descriptive findings identifies resilience concepts, as suggested by
Folke [18], in the case of Paraisópolis. The findings suggest a reorientation of the existing
practices and the emergence of new ones during adaptation to a major environmental
disturbance. Although this adaptation process proved to be successful in the first two
months of the pandemic, the increase in the infection and mortality rates observed in
September 2020 raises questions regarding adaptations in the long term in the context
of uncoordinated state policies in Brazil. There are important lessons to be taken from
the descriptive analysis of Paraisópolis to research the contingencies of socio-ecological
resilience and policy-making.

6. Discussion

Our analysis of Paraisópolis’ response to the COVID-19 crisis highlights important
characteristics of complex adaptive systems suggested by Holland [32]. First, a descrip-
tion of the evolutionary capacity of Paraisópolis’ social system to adapt to environmental
disturbances was presented. Second, the emergence of aggregate behavior from local inter-
actions in the form of the reorientation of already existing practices and the development
of street presidents was observed. Likewise, accounts from the interviews described the
anticipation of the implications of the pandemic for the community and of individual
behavior at the local level. The community response to the novel coronavirus pandemic
showed a self-organization capability due to previous experience with social challenges
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and the emergence of a new web of interactions in the form of the experience of the street
presidents. As with other cases of successful community responses [39], an interplay of
knowledge gathered through previous experiences with the exploration of new possibilities
was identified here. Thus, the resilience aspect of new practices involved a self-organizing
character. This new organization showed important results in containing the effect of the
spread of the virus in the initial stage of the pandemic in São Paulo. One may enquire if
this response was the only possible effective response in that period. Bearing in mind that
complex systems are path-dependent entities characterized by thresholds and multiple
possible equilibria points, the emerging structure of the street presidents is one out of many
possible emerging structures in this context. Thus, the resilience aspect of Paraisópolis
does not consist of the movement of the street presidents per se; it consists of the commu-
nity’s capacity to generate new social structures in response to an environmental change.
Previous experience may enhance the system’s capacity to anticipate possible scenarios,
but resilience lies in the self-organizing capacity to develop new structures within the same
organization in response to an environmental perturbation.

By analyzing community resilience as a system capability, Duchek [47] highlighted the
importance of feedback loops that either amplify emerging changes or restrain them [46].
In this regard, the previous existence of open channels for communication between the
community leaders and the residents facilitated communication about challenges and
the allocation of resources. Although there was no formal assessment of the street presi-
dents’ activity and the other initiatives, meetings at the residents’ association provided the
opportunity to monitor practices.

A metacongingency analysis will consider how international news about the pandemic
was the first cultural milieu change signaling that a new social organization needed to be
created to deal with a possible upcoming crisis. Such news served as cultural milieu as in
the context of an historical lack of support from the state, the prospect of unemployment
increase, and other issues related to the pandemic served as contextual stimuli for the
community’s response to the pandemic. The socio-interlocked behaviors were already
existent within the community, such as the community bistro, the seamstress association,
and the residents’ association. Others were created to cope with the demands generated by
the pandemic. The services created at the community level were overseen by the residents’
association and were monitored and implemented with the help of street presidents.
The association took measures to slow the spread of the infection. In response to the
pandemic threat, the community association began to reorganize its practices in order
to fight the effects of the virus on three fronts: economic, social, and health. This is
interpreted from a complexity perspective as system anticipation and as the cultural milieu
from a behavior analytic perspective. Among the aggregate products of socio-interlocked
behaviors, there was the mapping and monitoring of the community’s social organization,
the monitoring of residents who contracted or were suspected to contract the disease,
the wide distribution of meals for residents in need, and the production and distribution
of masks. A selecting environment composed of media attention and access to financial
resources fed back the metacontingency, making it more probable to persist over time.
The functional relation between Paraisópolis’ cultural milieu, including the ecological,
geographical and psychological boundaries, the interlocking behaviors and practices, their
aggregate product, and the receiving system can be understood as a metacontingency.

Public health policy may benefit from learning about resilience and the emergence of
innovative responses at the community level. The analysis of the IBCs suggests a degree
of internal cohesion and the acceptance of recommendations from the WHO, which is
reflected in the aggregate product. However, the maintenance of such practices depends
to a high extent on how they are received in the selecting environment. In this regard,
public health measures can be seen as interventions in the selecting environment, which
may contribute to the continuity of successful cultural practices. Public policies may
constitute either positive feedback loops facilitating resilience at the community level or
negative loops restricting emergent outcomes. An exclusive focus on top-down measures
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may have a negative impact by not taking into account local knowledge and the system
dynamics associated with resilience. Moreover, identifying successful practices at the
community level opens the possibility for replication or facilitation in other contexts. At
the initial stage of the pandemic, the aggregate products of interlocking behavior were
employment creation, money circulation, access to health services, and an infection rate
that was substantially lower than the rate of the city of São Paulo. However, the reduction
in donations and other external resources led to an increase in mortality and infection rates.
In such cases, public health measures could benefit by identifying and supporting the
emergent practices that proved successful at the local level. Unfortunately, this does not
seem to be the case in the context of a selecting environment characterized by uncoordinated
state policies and even conflicting governmental discourses in Brazil.

The contribution of the present article in relation to previous studies in community
resilience [25–29] is the further articulation of a conceptual framework deriving from the
study of socio-ecological systems and the identification of cultural milieu factors related
to community resilience. The importance of social ties and network of interaction is
highlighted in Meyer and Aldrich [29]. However, conceptualizing networks’ emergence as
characteristics of a complex adaptive system provided the opportunity to explore feedback
loops and the emergence of new patterns of behavior in response to environmental crises.
Both the behavioral analytic metacontingency framework and systems analysis go beyond
the effect of policies on the individual; the analytical focus is on the emergence of new
patterns of behavior and innovation as aggregate products. The novelty of the present
study in relation to previous behavioral studies during the COVID-19 pandemic is the
consideration of a complex systems perspective and the analysis of resilience processes,
bridging the gap with a behavior analytic framework of cultural phenomena.

This study contributes to the investigation of community self-organizing responses
to the pandemic as previously described by Fransen et al. [30]. It further highlights the
importance of local knowledge and pre-existing organizational capacity [30]. However,
the novelty of the present study lies in the application of an evolutionary conceptual
framework highlighting the temporal dynamics of learning, adaptation and maintenance
of innovative practices. Previous studies on community resilience in the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic described adaptation to the crisis, but not learning and implications
for future challenges. This single case analysis highlights the continuum of past experience
and the emergence of new patterns of behavior as multiple possible equilibria points.

7. Conclusions

Governments’ policies in response to the COVID-19 crisis have varied from highly
restrictive social distancing measures, closing most public spaces, to rather flexible ones.
However, from the complex systems perspective, it is also important to consider the
decentralized emergence of communities’ practices in response to the pandemic. The
main contribution of this present article consists of bringing a behavioral perspective to
community resilience as a system capability. By applying the concept of cultural milieu to
explore self-organizing responses in a complex system, the mosaic of contextual variables
and selecting factors related to community resilience was described. Worldwide, different
public health measures have aimed to contain the spread of the virus and thereby control
the pandemic. At the policy-making level, there is the assumption that controlling the
pandemic and a return to a sense of normality can be achieved [61]. However, striving for
normal at all costs may restrain the capacity to learn, innovate, and be prepared for the
next environmental disturbances. In the case of socially vulnerable communities, such as
Paraisópolis, the question seems to be not so much the return to a previous normality, but
the opportunity of renewal and the aggregated production of better living standards. The
case described here shows that the community exhibits an important element of system
resilience and that successful emergent practices can be recognized and even nurtured at
the policy level.
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Appendix A. Interview Guide

Operationalizing categories from Folke [18] (p. 259):

• Characteristics: Interplay disturbance and reorganization, sustaining and developing;

1. When was the moment that you became aware that the pandemic would reach
Paraisópolis?

2. What kind of previous organizations facilitated new practices?

• Focus: Adaptive capacity, transformability, learning and innovation;

3. What have you learned during the pandemic?
4. How were the different strategies towards that containing the pandemic cre-

ated?
5. How was movement of the street presidents created? How is your experience

with this movement?

• Context: Integrated systems feedback and cross-scale dynamic feedback.

6. How are results monitored?
7. How is the communication between street presidents and the residents’ associ-

ation?
8. What challenges do you identify at this point?
9. From your experience, what may be kept maintained from this period after the

pandemic?
10. Is there anything you would to like to add?
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